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Although the stipulations may have changed over the years, the desire to be courted by a prosperous man is
still very much alive. In a recent study in the Huffington Post, it was reported that women are much more
likely to date a man possessing a luxury item, while a fair amount of men exploit their material items to attract
women. Furthermore, studies conducted by Anthropologist Dr. Ok your college pub may not be the mating
ground for the young, wealthy and eligible, but high-end pubs actually are. As successful professionals hang
out in bars and pubs closest to their places of business, pubs within a walking distance to professional offices,
are the best bet. Peak office hours should be avoided as well as weekends when the crowd is mixed. Late
evenings are recommended for best results; and the best variety of professional bachelors having a late drink
after a long day. As the tale goes, golf courses are a playground for successful businessmen looking to strike
business deals, entertain clients, or have a relaxing male bonding weekend. For those afraid to show off their
amateur golf technique, a driving range is a great way to practice your swing before heading on the course to
mingle. Auctions are great options for those who love to buy and sell antiques and collectibles or just watch as
combative consumers try to outbid one another. Additionally, auctions also act as another playground for the
rich and eligible , in this case rich men with particularly extravagant taste for purchasing collectible art and
antiques. Firstly, the very rich men often have agents or representatives bidding in place for them, and
secondly the audience that does attend is usually older. While the majority of the clientele may not be young
and beautiful, it may be worth a combative try! Social gatherings related to the entertainment industry are
bound to be filled with the bold and the beautiful, some of whom are single. Men with disposables incomes
who are sports fan will likely spend money on exclusive sports events and matches, including European
premier football league events, Racing Indies, and high profile NBA, NFL, or NHL matches. Hence attending
these events is a good idea, but perhaps not the most practical. Sports fans will surely be celebrating a victory
over drinks or wallowing their misery in a bucket of beer. It may be a good idea to do your homework on the
services tendered by luxury spas, and make note of those offering a wide variety for both sexes. There are an
abundance of high profile affairs which are undoubtedly crammed with wealthy patrons paying a hefty price
for a seat or giving away a sum of money to their favorite charity. If you find yourself in this scenario, fitting
in with a beautiful frock is a must!
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With peace in the air, Patti can really get back on track finding love for her two new millionaires, Robby and
Brendan. Robby is like no other client before. Known as the "Rolling Rapper", Robby is a roller-skating,
creative type who wants a grounded woman who will love him for who he is, not his money. Brendan is a
year-old New Jersey native who has made the trip to L. Patti is thrown for a serious loop when she meets
Robby at the rundown apartment complex he is living in the heart of Hollywood. Claiming his creative juices
are fueled by the location, Robby sees no problem with living there. He is staying at a high-end hotel, dresses
wonderfully and has perfect manners. He is looking for a "caliber of woman" not easily found in New Jersey
and Patti sets off to find him a match. Despite the wacky turnout, Patti miraculously scores a perfect match for
Robby--a woman named Dawn who roller-skates! Patti also finds an interesting possibility for Brendan--an
Asian girl named Charlene who is beautiful and intelligent. Robby is not too keen on being told what to do
while Brendan takes the information in stride. As Brendan and Charlene dine at Patina, a 5-star restaurant in
the heart of town, it quickly becomes clear that these two are not a match. Brendan needs someone a little
more worldly so in his initial follow-up with Patti he requests another date. Patti immediately connects him
with Carolyn, a blonde traditional beauty. Rebellious Robby, on the other hand, has a completely successful
date with Dawn. They roller-skate together in Venice and as the date draws to a close over lunch, Robby gets
up the nerve to ask her for a second date - to a screening of a film he has worked on about a roller-skating trip
he took across the country. On his second date, Brendan and Carolyn take off for an invigorating helicopter
ride over LA. In their follow-ups with Patti, Brendan reveals he will be seeing Carolyn again before he leaves
to go back to New Jersey. Patti gives him some final advice and is eager to see what transpires with these two.
Although Robby and Dawn hit it off, Robby no longer wants to deal with Patti. He tells Patti he no longer
needs her services. They part ways amicably although Patti feels Robby will eventually have to change his
ways if he really wants lasting, true love.
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The Millionaire Meets His Match: Women to Watch by Patricia Seeley See more like this Disneyland 45 record Vinyl
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With a thoughtful nod, he glanced at his watch. "I've got to leave for a meeting shortly, but I'll show you around first." As
they crossed the luxurious space, Adam pointed out the locked cabinet where he kept some personal files, next to a
sideboard with coffee and sodas to which she could help herself.

Chapter 5 : Sam Querrey on Millionaire Matchmaker Recap
Women to Watch WHEN THE CAT'S AWAY Cass Appleton had the ideal live-in companion-until someone makes off
with her favorite feline! Desperate to rescue poor Crudley from the kit-napper's clutches, Cass enlists the help of a
wealthy widow-and the.
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The Millionaire Meets His Match has ratings and 16 reviews. Dalia said: stars KC has a humorous, fluffy writing style.
She writes a fun, angst-.
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The Millionaire Meets His Match has 1 rating and 1 review. Mary Ann said: Single woman with a dear pet that gets
catnapped, goes to a woman who is known.

Chapter 8 : Watch The Millionaire Matchmaker Episodes on Bravo | Season 3 () | TV Guide
Cass Appleton has the ideal live-in companion until someone makes off with her favorite feline! Desperate to rescue
poor Crudley from the kit-napper's clutches, Cass enlists the help of a wealthy widow and the woman's
sexy-but-skeptical godson.

Chapter 9 : The Millionaire Meets His Match by Patricia Seeley
Women to Watch. WHEN THE CAT'S AWAY Cass Appleton had the ideal live-in companion until someone makes off
with her favourite feline!Desperate to rescue poor Crudley from the kit-napper's clutches, Cass enlists the help of a
wealthy widow and the woman's sexy-but-sceptical godson.
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